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Abstract. Recently, the indoor golf simulator has become one of hottest game
products for golf players to enjoy their golf games indoors. However, with the
existing indoor golf simulators, a player must finish his game without a break. In
this paper, a communication model which supports a continuous indoor golf
games is proposed. The communication model allows a player to pause his game
anytime he wants and to resume his game anyplace afterwards, by applying data
synchronization techniques. The communication model consists of PC consoles,
a proxy server and a player data server.
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1 Introduction
An indoor golf simulator is one of an augmented game simulator consists of a screen,
a sensor system, a projector and a PC [1-3]. Since an indoor golf simulator can be
installed easily in indoor golf practice places, fitness centers, offices, and residential
houses, it has become one of hottest game products for golf players to enjoy their golf
games indoors.
In this paper, a communication model which supports a continuous indoor golf
games is proposed. The communication model allows a player to pause his game
anytime he wants and to resume his game anyplace afterwards, by applying data
synchronization techniques. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes the related studies. Section 3 explains a communication model which
supports a continuous indoor golf games in detail. Finally, Section 4 draws
conclusions and discusses some future research direction.

2 Background
2.1 Indoor Golf Simulator
An indoor golf simulator is one of an augmented game simulator consists of a screen, a
sensor system, a projector and a PC. The simulator displays 2D or 3D images of real
golf courses on the screen using the projector and PC console. The sensor system
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(analyzes the strokes a player takes in order to measure such the movement of the ball
he hit as ball speed, direction, angle and distance, etc. Based on the information of the
ball transmitted from the sensor system, the PC console generates the images of ball
movements on the screen.

2.2 Data Synchronization
Data Synchronization (DS) is the technology used to keep all of the data replicas upto-date and consistent under distributed or networked environments. Because of
mobility of mobile devices, users can access their data anytime anywhere. To keep the
data up-to-date and consistent, the data changes should be reflected on each device.
Currently, there are several DS protocols for the mobile environment, such as Palm’s
HotSync [4], Microsoft’s ActiveSync [5] and OMA DS [6-9].

3 Communication Model

Fig. 1. The structure of the communication model

3.1 System Structure
The communication model proposed in this paper for a continuous golf simulator game
consists of PC consoles, a proxy server, a player data server and a XML-based
communication protocol, as shown in Fig. 1. The most of the existing indoor golf
game simulators have PC consoles only. However, in the golf game simulators
proposed in this paper, a PC console is nothing but the nearest device to a player
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among devices which are responsible for a golf simulator game in which the player is
involved. In addition to the PC consoles, a proxy server and a player data server exist
in order to support the continuity of indoor golf games. The PC console client,
installed in a PC console, communicates with the proxy server. The proxy server is
responsible for data communication and session management between the PC console
client and the player data server. All of the data related to the game in which the
player has been involved are stored in the player data server for later use. In order to
resume his golf game afterwards, some game information can be downloaded to the
PC console client, which is not necessarily the same PC console as one where the
player paused his game.
3.2 Communication Protocol
Fig. 2 illustrates the flow of the communication protocol proposed in this paper. The
protocol performs data synchronization operations between PC console programs and a
player data server. The communication protocol makes it possible for game
information to be consistent between the PC console programs and a player data server
by reflecting any changes on game information stored in the PC console program in
the player data server via the proxy server, whenever game information is stored or
updated in the PC console.

Fig. 2. Flow of the communication protocol
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The communication protocol consists of 4 phases - session initialization, data load,
data save and session release. The session initialization phase, the data load phase and
the session release phase are executed only once, while the data save phase can be
executed more than one time according to the times to store game information. The
data load phase is executed when a game resumption is requested.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, a communication model which supports a continuous indoor golf
games is proposed. The communication model allows a player to pause his game
anytime he wants and to resume his game anyplace afterwards, by applying DS
protocols. With the communication model, a golf player can suspend his game and
then resume the game afterwards anytime anyplace. Due to the XML-based DS
protocol, the protocol upgrades and updates can be performed easily. Putting a proxy
server between a PC console and a player data server makes it easy to authenticate
players.
Currently, a network system with which an indoor golf game simulator can support
a continuous indoor golf game is being developed. More efficient communication
protocols will be studied afterwards.
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